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SPARK COMMUNICATION 
and encourage essential conversations

From early hieroglyphics to the app icons on our phones, 

symbols have served throughout history as our most dependable 

communication tools. n2y has harnessed the universality of the 

symbol to create SymbolStix PRIME—a complete visual language  

of over 90,000 research-based symbols. With its powerful resources 

for creating unlimited activities and supports for students, you 

can meet every communication need anywhere there’s an internet 

connection and a device to access it!

ENSURE MEANINGFUL ACCESS TO LEARNING 
AND LANGUAGE  

Help learners connect and interact with the world using resources specifically 

designed to convey meaning clearly and empower self-expression.

OPTIMIZE CLEAR, CONSISTENT COMMUNICATION 

Meet academic, behavioral, and social needs and save time with essential 

templates and tools that offer endless options for customization.

REACH EVERY LEARNER

Differentiate communication using the world’s largest visual  

language library of relevant, recognizable symbols.
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BUILD 
FOUNDATIONAL 
AND CONCEPTUAL 
UNDERSTANDING

Help students take a faster path 

to comprehension with the simple, 

uncluttered style of the SymbolStix 

symbols. Provide a powerful way to help 

students communicate about abstract 

concepts—such as emotions—while also 

strengthening literacy skills, clarifying 

academic concepts, and fostering 

creative expression.

ENCOURAGE ESSENTIAL 
CONVERSATIONS

Facilitate important conversations about 

feelings, meet basic needs, and answer 

questions with SymbolStix PRIME’s 

indispensable communication tools. 

Student View ensures students can 

quickly access the interactive 

boards that are just right for 

them wherever they learn 

throughout the day, 

like with all n2y 

solutions.

Ensure meaningful access to 
LEARNING AND LANGUAGE
SymbolStix PRIME provides a universal, consistent, and engaging way for 

educators to connect with their students. But these powerful language 

tools are not just for building academic knowledge. They’re also for 

helping unique learners connect with and participate in the world—and 

reach their greatest potential.

ADD FLEXIBLE OPTIONS WITH 
SYMBOLSTIX SQUARES

Support kinesthetic learners with sets of 50 durable 

3" × 3" cards! Each card contains vocabulary words 

found in trusted lists like Dolch, Fry, and Project Core 

paired with a SymbolStix symbol, and all sets are age 

appropriate from emergent learners to older adults.
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DELIVER UNIVERSAL 
COMMUNICATION  

TO ANY DEVICE

Meet the increased focus on 

accessibility driven by ESSA with text 

to speech, highlighting, and adjustable 

reading speeds, plus the ability to hide 

and show symbols, and much more. 

Whichever device students use to 

access SymbolStix PRIME—smartphone, 

tablet, or computer—they’ll be able to 

quickly find their assigned materials in 

Student View.

SAVE TIME AND COLLABORATE 
WITH BUILT-IN TOOLS

Once you’ve created your activities and boards, easily 

save, organize, and send them to any service provider 

who subscribes, ensuring consistency across learning 

environments for students.

Optimize CLEAR, CONSISTENT 
COMMUNICATION
Communication is the heart of teaching and learning, and the options 

available within SymbolStix PRIME for creating interactive and printed 

activities and supports are limitless! What’s more, teachers can send 

their creations to colleagues for use in any setting.

MEET EVERY NEED  
WITH UNLIMITED,  

INTUITIVE OPTIONS

Effortlessly create activities and boards for any 

application! SymbolStix PRIME includes a wide 

variety of templates for creating activities on the 

fly, like games, schedules, flashcards, and many 

others. You can easily build custom boards by 

starting from scratch or editing the templates  

and can even upload your own images 

And for working in the moment, 

Symbolize Text automatically adds 

symbols to text as you type!
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EMBRACE YOUR 
MULTICULTURAL 

CLASSROOMS

Celebrate diversity and inclusion 

with the ability to easily change 

skin tones and generate symbols 

and text in English, Spanish, and 

nine other languages. Find familiar, 

comforting resources for expression 

within the most contemporary, 

representative, and dynamic symbol 

library in use today, which includes 

constantly updated symbols depicting 

localized cultural practices.

BRIDGE LANGUAGE BARRIERS 
IN EDUCATIONAL SETTINGS 
AND BEYOND

Rely on SymbolStix PRIME’s proven success in 

empowering English language learners and people with 

brain injuries or aphasia. And support individuals with 

hearing impairments completely through the included 

American Sign Language symbols.

STAY CURRENT WITH THIS 
UNPARALLELED SET OF VISUAL 
SUPPORT SYMBOLS

Encourage conversations about world news, cultural events, and trends 

through a constantly updated library of symbols. Meet learners at their 

level with age-appropriate communications using symbols that span a full 

range of complexity. And if for some reason you can’t find precisely, exactly, 

100% what you’re looking for, suggest a new symbol!

Reach EVERY LEARNER
Differentiate communication and spark language and learning for 

every student with the most comprehensive visual language in the 

world! Over 90,000 symbols provide the visual context that helps 

learners of all ages and abilities to decode meaning.
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Enhancing consistency and ease of use, SymbolStix PRIME is integrated 

with n2y’s special education solution, providing a universal language 

for teaching and learning across multiple components of the Total 

Solution. The dynamic symbols in SymbolStix PRIME encourage 

consistent communication throughout News2you™,  Unique Learning 

System®, L3 Skills®, and Positivity®. 

MAXIMIZE ENGAGEMENT  
with n2y’s Total Solution

Count on our AWARD-WINNING 
INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES 

A ONE-YEAR LICENSE PROVIDES:

WHAT'S INCLUDED?

Try samples, schedule a demo, request a free trial, get a quote, or buy now!

Explore more at n2y.com/symbolstix-prime

• Unlimited access to over 90,000 symbols  

for one service provider and 15 students, 

with Student View 

• Symbols for English, Spanish, and nine other 

languages 

• The ability to quickly develop, save, 

search, reuse, and send activities and 

communication tools 

• Peace of mind with an intuitive,  

easy-to-use platform 

• Easy delivery online or in print, and 

integration with other n2y solutions 

• Access to regular updates and additions

• Online self-paced training and a live 

virtual working session where you can ask 

questions and get answers—you’ll be ready 

to teach from day one! 

per year

$15499

Each license includes one service provider access, with student logins for a maximum of 15 students. 
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Digital SIMPLICITY.  
Data-driven EFFICACY.
Support the needs of the whole child and 

connect the entire educator team with 

integrated solutions that empower them 

to plan, teach, assess, report, and reach 

students wherever they are learning.

Get a free trial at n2y.com/trial

I’m so grateful for n2y and SymbolStix PRIME. 
Thank you for making virtual learning possible. 
Having the ability to create ways to engage my 
K–2 students virtually is invaluable.

Deena Fahy
SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER

WAKE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM, NC

EVERYONE Can Learn®

800.697.6575  •  n2y.com
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